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Abstract

The CEA studied the validity of a time beamforming method for the detection and location of Sodium/water
reaction in steam generators of breeder reactors. In the context of the RCM. we apply this method on recorded
data during a water injection in Sodium in ASB loop, artificially mixed with PFR background.

Despite the severity of experiment conditions (the signal to noise ratio is between -6 and -24 dB). we show that
the employed method . completed with a low frequency pass band filter, allows us to locate the injection with a
precision of 30% of the diameter of the loop.

Using the method in the course of time allow us to coarsely locate the start time and the duration of the leak.

The good functionning of the method is however perturbed by uncertainty about the wave celerity in the
sodium, about wave propagation in waves guides that are mounted with the sensors and in the structure of the
loop.

1. Introduction

The passive acoustical location method was firstly used in 1968 for the detection of leaks in steam generators of
fast reactors. This method consists in detecting an acoustical source from its generated signal. Later on. for
EFR program, while the CEA was studying an active method, the AEA members applied themselves to the
studying of the performance of passive methods. The CEA synthetised this various approaches after the AEA
interrupted their research program in Risley.

This RCM allowed the CEA to test parallel to its own research, some passive methods.

The aim of this paper is to sum up the results obtained by the CEA as regards leak detection and location in
steam generators with an antenna acoustical method on the data achieved by C.Journeau in Feb. 1994. which
were distribued to all participants.

The AEA experience in this domain allowed us to make a choice between all possible passive methods.

The British team had studied several beamforming methods fl] (that is a combination of signals issued from
several sensors) as part of an experiment in water. The time domain beamforming method achieved the best
precision for the location of the source (a microphone) and a raising of the signal of 8 dB. but the source was
impulsive boiling noise.

So we choosed to apply this method on our data.

We will apply ourselves, after reminding the principles of the beamforming method, to study the characteristics
of the mixed data, and then to show that this method allow us to locate a leak in very severe conditions.

2. Beaforming methods

While an active method consists in studying the response of a surroundings to a signal emitted by the operator
after its propagation, a passive method simply consists in studying the signal that is emitted by the observed
surroundings. It is obvious that a passive method asserts itself in the case of a rapid detection of a Sodium/water
reaction in steam generators.
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Four passive methods were stjjdif£t>v the British team that we briefly remind.

The time domain beamforming is the easiest to understand.
We suppose that the signal which is received by the sensor is the addition of to components, the background
noise and the leak noise. The acoustical source in the surroundings emits a signal which is not in phase on all
sensors because of the different propagation ways. We have to suppose that the celerity is well known. Then we
can focuss the antenna to a certain point of the surroundings applying a correct phase displacement to all
sensors. The phase is calculated with the transit time from the point to the sensors. Then the signal issued from
this point is in phase for all sensors. Then we can reconstruct the signal emitted by this point and calculate its
power.
While focussing on each point of the surroundings, we can reconstruct the power distribution of the source, and
then we visualize the location of the source if it does exist.

The frequency domain beamformer is equivalent to filter the signal on a particular frequency and then to
achieve an operation sunilar to the time domain beamforming. The dephasing term is multiplicative and is also
obtained from the calculation of the duration of propagation and the power distribution of the source is
obtained. We can find with this method several maxima, but the study of several frequencies is a way to choose
the good solution.

The orthogonal beamformer is interesting if the signal to noise ratio is very different from one sensor to
another. That can arrive if if the middle is highly attenuating or if one channel is disturbed with some
background noise. This method requires the previous knowledge of the cross spectral density matrix of the
background. The comparison of the cross spectral density of the background and of the current response
permits to detect the presence of a leak.

If the background noise is not known, we can apply the optimal beamformer which is as powerful as the
orthogonal beamformer. We have to make an hypothesis on the background, we have to suppose it uncorrelated
from one channel to another. Than we can modelize the background noise and achieve the same technic than
previously.

The characteristics of the data do not justify the use of an optimal beamformer. A time domain or frequency
domain beamformer is sufficient.
Beacuse of its simplicity and its reliability, we choosed the time domain beamformer.

The mathematical principles are briefly exposed now.

2.2. Mathematical aspects of the time domain beamformer

We suppose that the celerity in the propagation middle is well known.

For one point of the observed zone rs, the dephasing term on sensor j will be:

Ti = E((|r;-rs|/(c5t)))

where

E: integer part operator
rj: position of sensor j
rs: position of the focussed point
c: celerity
dt: time sample

Then the beamformed signal from the source point rs is:
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where

n: number of channels
Pj: recorded data from sensor j
t: time point

Then we can achieve the power distribution of the source in the inspected zone:

where

«nnrce
N: number of samples

the c^ic'Jsfion of n.2 is the »se of cross coTelafion matrix

N

Ca(J) = 1 / N V P,(t. 4- T)Pi(f)

Then:

rf(rs) = 1 / rr V V r><T, - 7V)

It is the solution we choosed for the calculation of p..

3. Preliminary studv of the data

We studied the root mean square value with 1024 or 2048 samples blocks for the visualisation of the
background, of the leak noise and all the set files.
Figure 1 shows that there is an important peak on block 500 of the leak noise (1024 samples a block). This
corresponds to a violent shock on the vessel while manipulating it and is not representative of the injection.

The rms of set number 3 (see Figure 2) shows an increasing from block 150 (2048 samples a block) and this is
cler on channel 2. This observation allows us to situate the leak between the times 2.3 seconds and 6.2 seconds.
This observation is good comparing to the solution.

Unfortunatly. this observation is not possible on the other sets which present stable rms values. The leak is not
discernable.

In conclusion, we can say that set number 3 has the highest signal to noise ratio (-6 dB). A more sophisticated
signal processing is necessary for the extraction of the leak noise in such severe conditions of signal to noise
ratios.

The frequency domain studying of the leak noise is interesting: we achieve the fast Fourier transform on 1024
samples blocks and we obtain figure 3. The energy of the signal is concentrated on frequency 1000 Hz. We can
see this maximum also on background noise drowned in the large band.

So it is judicious to filter frequencies higher than 1000 Hz before applying the beamforming. in order to
increase the signal to noise ratio. We choosed to use a finite impulsive response filter with cut frequencies of
200 and 1000 Hz that preserve phase characteristics.

4. Results

Calculation were achieved on a SUN station with the mathematical library MATLAB.
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Figure 1: RMS on leak data

We essentially applied ourselves on the testing of the performance of the location method is order to use it as a
way of detect the leaks. The power source distribution will not be the same in the presence of a real source -we
can see a high intensity zone, and in the presence of a diffuse background. A detection technic would be to
realize some successive pictures with the time of the distribution of the power of the source with N samples
blocks of recorded data. The studying of the pictures allow us to decide if there is a source or not and where it is
located. We can also determine the start time of the leak.

In our case, the location will be achived on the vessel of the German loop. Its geometry is well known
(diameter, position of the sensors).
The wave leneth of the leak signal is 2.4 m approximately with a celerity of 2400 m/s (celerity in the Sodium).
1024 samples are sufficient for the representation of several periods of the signal (that is a duration of 7.6 ms).
We achieved the beamforming describing horizontal planes of the loop, the length of a spatial sample was
approximately 1 cm.
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Figure 2. RMS on data set3

We validated the beamforming program with leak files. Figures 4. 5. 6 show the result of the treatment on a
1024 samples block on planes which are situated 0.85m. 0.3 m and 0.1 m above sensor 4. We can remark a
clear zone that corresponds to the maximum of the power of the source. The position of the leak is near sensor
1. which is correct compared to the real position of the injector. The intensity of the source decrease while
going away from level 0.85 m.
We can conclude on the good functionning of the algorithm.

We obtained the same result with set3 (see figure 7) with a lowest intensity of the source because of the
background. The position of the source remains consistent with the previous figure. The calculation was
realized on level 0.85 m above sensor 4 with the 1024 samples block number 750. We demonstrated that the
filtering reduces the dimension of the source zone and increase the power of the signal of 6 dB. which
corresponds to in increasing of the signal of 3 dB.

The listening of the mixed data allowed us to find some characteristics of the leak noise in set 3. 1 and 2. In
set3 we could hear distinctively the flow noise of the injection. Set 4 was the most silencious and we can
imagine that it corresponds to the lowest signal to noise ratio, that is -24 dB.

So we decided to test the method on this set to see if a beamforming method can extract signal -24 dB bellow
the background.
In figure 8 we can see a zone near sensor 1. The location is in this case less precise than with set3. In this
figure, we can distinguish the cone shaped leak noise and the cylinder shaped background- The level of the
power of the source is as high as in the case of set 3. so the signal was 24 dB increased with this method.
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Figure 3: Fast Fourier transform of leak noise and filtered leak noise
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Figure 5: location of the leak with leak data. 0.3.ni above sensor 4





Fteurc.6: location ofthe leak Avilh leak dala. 0.1 m above sensor 4





Fienrc 7: location of the leak with sct3. 0.85 m above sensor 4





Figure 8: location of the leak with scl4,0.85 m above sensor 4
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In conclusion, we found with the time domain beamformer a leak -24 dB bellow the background The precision
of the location is nearly 0.2 m. that is 30% of the diameter of the loop. We used the minimum number of
sensors for a three dimensionnal location in this experiment and we can imagine that an increasing of the
number of sensors would increase the precision of the location.

It must be noted that the presence of waveguides during the experiment can affect the phase of the signal
unless we work with low frequency signal. A more precise study of the filtering of the waveguides would be
important to improve the result.

5. Conclusion

We showed that time domain beamforming was capable to extract and locate leak signal -24 dB bellow the
background. The knowledge of the frequency characteristics of the leak noise and the pass band filtering were
necessary for the good working of the method.
However, the studies of C. Journeau in this domain show that this band of frequencies was common for all the
Sodium/water reaction in several plants. The systematic using of this filter is not completly impossible.

The precision of the method depends on many factors: number of sensors for example. The British team used a
10 sensors device and obtained a precision better than 6% of the dimension of the vessel.
The knowledge of the celerity is also important. In our case, we used the value of the celerity in Sodium
considering that the middle was homogeneous. But the calculation of the phase terms is pertubed by the
presence of the tubes and by the dummy plate. We also do not really know the influence of the vessel and of the
wave guides.

Ameliorations in signal processing and in programming remain necessary before an application of this method
as an automatical procedure for leak detection and location in steam generators. Location method should
complete the application of a detection method in nuclear plants.
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